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Unorthodox Murder of Rabbi Wahl (also published as The Unorthodox... — 12 Dec 2005. The Unorthodox Murder of Rabbi Wahl appeared in April 2005. Similarly, as his fictional Rabbi Winter solves murder mysteries, he provides... Mysterious Writing Rosemary Herbert. Joseph Telushkin, an Orthodox rabbi, is the author of The Unorthodox Murder of Rabbi Wahl (1986, The Moss), in which the crime of the title is solved by his Rabbi Daniel Winter. Whodunit?: A Who's Who in Crime & Mystery Writing - Google Books Result. Joseph Telushkin (born 1948) is an American rabbi, lecturer, and author. Story of Jewish Immigration to America; Rabbi Daniel Winter mystery series, comprising: The Unorthodox Murder of Rabbi Wahl (also published as The Unorthodox. The Unorthodox Murder Of Rabbi Wahl (Rabbi Daniel Winter). The Unorthodox Murder of Rabbi Wahl (Rabbi Daniel Winter Mysteries) by Joseph. Rabbi Joseph Telushkin, spiritual leader and scholar, is the acclaimed... Our Awards - Mystery Scene. was The Unorthodox Murder of Rabbi Wahl, introducing detecting Rabbi Daniel Winter. Rabbi Winter returns to solve the murder of his long-time friend, Dr. Noah Stark. Rabbi Daniel Winter swaying the court, a second murder is committed in Yes, this is a mystery which involves the deduction of the real killer, but it is The Unorthodox Murder of Rabbi Wahl: Rabbi Joseph Telushkin. An Eye for an Eye (Rabbi Daniel Winter Mystery) by Joseph Telushkin. The Unorthodox Murder of Rabbi Wahl (Rabbi Daniel Winter Mysteries) J TELUSHKIN.